Are you the partner or sponsor joining our team work for
society development and circular economy?
Dreams Academy is the Educational & Coaching Center
with human values focusing on Science & Creativity
for sustainable society development

Our Vision:
Our vision is to provide a world
class coaching and support for
social entrepreneurship with
unique digital tools and
cooperation models for knowledge
sharing and sustainable society
development

Our Mission:
We provide coaching, support and
digital tools to youth , social
entrepreneurs and teachers
for a society based on deep heart
intelligence, sustainability and
modern science!
“Developing and running businesses world wide, I realized the need of a new type of
leadership. My passion is to coach and support the young leaders to follow their
hearts and dreams to create a better world based on compassion, love and deep heart
intelligence instead of greed and lies”
Magnus Dahl, Founder

The Mobile APP

1. We provide 12-month entrepreneurial programs for the youth
with dreams and visions - age 9-17 *
2. We provide coaching and workshops for Teachers & Social Entrepreneurs

•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge DB
Collaboration network
Dreams Gallery & funding
Circular Economy tools
Real-time reporting and analysis

For other coaching and events ask for more information
(*) exceptions may occur, ask for more information

Sponsors and partners:
We are looking for sponsors and partners that really are
comitted to contribute to society development and also
like to support our social entrepreneurship programs for youth.
Participate in the Village Project where the youth
builds creative new models. Your organization or
company may contribute with financial support, know-how
or equipment to the models and the process.
Get access to new innovations and latest digital technology!
Also participate in the KNOW-HOW Mobile APP which
we will distribute freely to all schools and pupils!

Contact us today >> www.dreamsacademy.se

The Village
Project
Is a planned Value based
collaboration & Circular economy
research project in cooperation with
industry, teachers and institutes

Science & Creativity
human values
What is creativity?
Create comes from the Latin creare that meant “to
produce from nothing” and also “to engender, to
procreate”, in English this verb evolved in turn towards
raising which meant “nurturing a child, instructing,
educating”
In the Genesis of the Old Testament The following
phrase appears: "God created heaven and the Earth
from nothing." In this context, creation would be to
conceive from nothing.
Creativity is also related to transpersonal psychology.
Methods and science comes from people like Carl G.
Jung, psychiatrist and psychologist and Roberto
Assagioli (1888-1974) Italian psychiatrist, creator of the
Psychosynthesis; This includes transpersonal
psychology, which incorporates the soul into its model.

“We did tell her many
times that it is
impossible, but she did
not want to listen….”
In Dreams Academy we use Psychosynthesis
but also Mindfulness and cognitive methods
as the basis for personal development and
certified coaching
In our workshops and coaching we do exercises with
learning from experiencing supported by latest science.
The methods of the basis of Psychosynthesis and
Mindfulness: Conscious Attention as a process tool: it is
a practice in which we become aware of the different
facets of our experience at the present time. This
quality of consciousness is the basis of all creative life,
as it allows us to be honest, pragmatic, awake, brave,
and live with a deep sense of initiative.
Magnus Dahl: “What always has been fascinating for
me is how the creative process can help the new
innovations to evolve at the same time as a group will
relax and work less to achieve more.”

Unique Cloud-platform:
The unique digital platform is a
third generation of Cloud
Technology from the Dahl
brothers that is reaching the
market. This third generation is
design for social development
and adapted real-time solutions
and circular economy as for
normal accounting and workflow
solutions.
See more at:
www.realtimeeconomy.org
About the founder:
Magnus Dahl – M.Sc. Electrical Eng.& Applied Physics and Certified Psychosynthesis Coach (EMCC´s EQA)
Founder of Dreams Academy and leader of several creativity centers for more than 20 years. Receiving an award from Princess Victoria in Sweden for
his work with young people.
Using his own experience and creativity, he developed business in Sweden and the United States and worked with science and technology and many
contracts made outcompeting large companies as IBM, FileNet and others with his unique knowhow and solutions. Magnus has worked together with
former Executive Vice President of Apple (President of Apple Europe), Sören Olsson, who got so excited he invested personally in Magnus earlier
business.
Magnus also helped the founder of SPCS and Fortnox, Jan Älmeby, who also invested in the technology from Magnus. He also helped the former CEO,
Jens Collskog, of Fortnox with strategic development (now largest cloud solution for small businesses in Scandinavia).
References Personal Coaching:
”What is so great in working with Magnus is that he helps you to find the keys for change and the answers within yourself”
- Jesper Lejfjord, Founder and CEO of World Volunteer AB.
“ You have made me realize that you should always strive for your dream and to do everything to achieve your ideals and dreams. I'm not afraid to fail,
the most important thing is that I feel good in what I do and fight for my dreams. I'm proud to know you, Magnus "
– Dani Evanoff, founder of Godisprinsen, and former Executive VP of Candy King, also founder of The HoneyComb.

Contact us today >> www.dreamsacademy.se

